ABSTRACT. Let Z1, Zz , .. . , Zn be iudP.pcndent 0-1 -vahtt-d ranrlom vari ables. A gambler gels a. reward 1 if he st o p8 a.t the time of the last success anrl otherwise gets no reward. A simple comparison with a Po isson pro ces.-; is used to show tbat a p rophe t can do at most e times a.s well a.~ the gaml)ler using an optimal stopping time. For fixed n, the best constant is
is called the value of the process (X;)~1 for the gambler, and is often called the value for the prophet. We shall show that a simple comparison with the corresponding problellJ for the ~oisson mqcess leads. to the following inequality.
. ' In partkula.r tlus shows, without the effort of finding the optimal stopping time, that it is possible to find the best objeet with probability ~ 1/e. 'For fixed n, the constant e ii'l Theorem 1 can l>e replated by (n/(n ~1))n"" I, and this constant is optJmal. After r~ducing the pr()Of to the case Pt ':= 1, this ~uuld also be deduced from a recent. (earlier) ·result of Hill and Ketmedy [HK] . However, we present au independent direct argument below.
We refer t.o Chow-Robbins-Siegmund [CRS] tor general backgTound on opti mal stopping and to the papern of Freeman fFr] awl Ferguson [Fe] The probability that there is a jump in an interval [t, t + dt ) is rlt. The probability tha t it h; the last one in the interval (0, T] is 1·(t) = P( N 1 = Nr) = e- ('F-t ) , aud the probability that it is the first one in the interval [l l, TJ is P.-(t -/J) .
Hence
.
Since the function f(x) = xe-"' has its rnaximiun at x == 1 it. is easy to see t.hat EY.,.., is maximal for {:J = T -1 wheri T ;::: l , and for 11 = 0 when T < 1.
U =P(Nr ? 1) ""' 1 -e-T c:an be considered to be the value for the prophet, since he always knows if a jump is the last one. Thus he <:an collect the reward 1 whtmcver thHrc is at l~ast one jump. Clearly The argument is very sim ple if there exists an m wit.h 0 < m < n and
If r = i, the probability that i is the l<ilit index j with ZJ = 1 is r(t;) . When r13 = t E [t,_ 1 , t; ), the probability that the Poisson process has no further jump in (t, T] is r(t) ~ r(l;). Hence EXr ~ EYT:J. (The expected reward for t hP Poisson process i!i a lower bound since there may be scver· al jumps in t he interval where r stops.)
Sinc:e the case T < 1 falL<> undf.r the case . B = tm with m = 0, it remains only to consider the c:ase tm-l < f3 = T -1 < l:m for some m with 1 :S rn :S n. Iu this case, take
since {T -t,.)e-<T-t., ) = RYr,, i~ a lower bound for EXr by t he argument used in the <:a..o.;e {3 = tm. It now suffices to show that the right hand ,;ide of (2.2)
We have 1 -Pm = e-(l,+t:) and
holds. This is equivalent to 
7, then the optimal rule used in the secretary problem in thi.~ case, namely "stop with the first relative rarik one n(x~urring at time t.wo or later" yields an expected return of only .42, wherea.'l the simple ruler= :~ returns .7.) The rule r' above, though sometimes not optimal, always seems to be a fairly good oue.
~3. The Optimal Stopping Rule
The point of the ahovc consideration~ ha..-.; been to obtain a gen~ral estimate by a simple argument. However, it iH also not hard to give a recursive description of the optimal stopping rule needed in §4 below: 
is .F(k, n) measurable, and Vk = E(XT(k) I .F(J , k -1)) COIJ.Sta.nt.
The optimal stop rule r (l ) requires that you stop a t time k if you have not As this is impossible, {1 = v2 .
The optimal rule ~ 2 stops a." soon H.'i t-he first success at some time ~ 2 is observed (since h = 1). Hence " Pi~l
Thus t.he conditiou { 1 = v 2 leads to the condition " P;
(·1.1) It is well known (e .g., [Fr] ) that c :::; c(p'(n) ) __,e. By Lemma 4.4., Cn(p(n)) 2: r: 71 (p'(n)) and clearly e :S cn(p(n)) = (n/(n -1) )n __, e. For moderate values of n , r:,.(JJ(n)) may be uoticably closer lo e.
For example, ct>(p(6)) = 2.49, c 6 (p'(6)) = 2.34, c1o(J1(10)) = 2.f18, Cto(p'(lO)) = 2.5 l.
